
Ultimate Air Party Checklist
● NO Outside Food or Drinks (this includes any containers, cups or bottles)
● NO Ice Cream (Ice Cream Birthday Cakes are allowed)
● Decorations include tablecover, cake plates, pizza plates, napkins, forks and a small

tabletop balloon centerpiece (no helium balloons provided)
● You may bring additional party decorations and favor bags.  (Favor bags must be given

at the end of the party to avoid children opening outside candy while in the park.)
● Drink options for each JUMPER are a bottle of water or a small fountain drink (fountain

refills are 75 cents)
● All Access bands can be added to the Starter or Picnic Parties for $3 per jumper
● Additional Pizzas can be purchased but must be added within 15 minutes of the start of

the party to keep the order together and on time.  Pizzas are a large one topping, $14
cut in 8 slices.  Specialty pizzas can be ordered but incur an additional charge of $5.

● Spectator Passes (to enter the trampoline area) require an up to date online waiver and
socks must be worn.  Spectator Passes are $5 on Saturdays and Sundays and free on
other days. (Party parents receive two free spectator passes)

● Additional Jumpers can be added to any party for $14 plus tax and includes their jump
socks and choice of a small fountain drink or bottle of water.

● We suggest you bring a list of Jumpers that were invited to your party to give to your
Party Host.  Anyone not on the list will be directed to the front desk to pay and receive
the birthday discount of $14 plus tax.  (Ex. Siblings that come with an invited guest)

● Please add the link to the ONLINE WAIVER to your party invitations in order for parents
to complete them or update them ahead of time.  (see link at bottom of page)

● Also included is a link to a downloadable and printable party invitation.  (link at bottom)
● PARTY HOST - you will be assigned a party host of your own if you have a room party

and a shared host if you have a picnic or starter party.  They will set up the party ahead
of time, check in your jumpers, check their waivers and give them their socks and
wristbands.  They handle all the food and drinks for the party and will also do all the
clean up at the end.  (Please let your host know if you would like help serving pizza or
cake during your party.)  They are serving your party for two hours so please keep them
in mind when you check out at the end of your party. Our suggested gratuity is 10% of
the Total Party Cost and 10% gratuity will be added to all VIP parties and parties
with 20 jumpers or more.

THANK YOU FOR BOOKING YOUR PARTY AT ULTIMATE AIR!!

* Downloadable Invite
https://www.ultimateairsanangelo.com/images/invite/UA-Invite.pdf

https://lilypadpos3.com/ultimatesa/onlinewaiver/waiver.php

https://www.ultimateairsanangelo.com/images/invite/UA-Invite.pdf
https://lilypadpos3.com/ultimatesa/onlinewaiver/waiver.php

